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based format is used in a system and a different format is
used in another system, even in the same development
organization.
Then
the
network
developer
develops
the
communication code to transmit these data to simulation
programs. The communication code is based on the
hardware items and host topology, thus these codes must be
developed repeatedly according to different systems.
Finally, the simulation program developed by the
simulation developer must parse these data in the bit-based
formats to refer the hardware items. This bit-based reference
is not obvious, efficient and often leads to code bugs. Even
more important problem is that the parsed codes are
different in different systems. The same problems exist for
developing the maintenance tool as well.
To resolve these problems, this paper presents a method
of separated the general and reusable components from the
system that focuses on subjects as follows:
i) A simple, elegant notation to identify hardware items.
ii) Implementation of the notation in DLL(Dynamic Link
Library) that can be used in different systems without any
modifications needed.
iii) Auto maintenance detection supported by the DLL.
iv) To avoid network communication code development.
v) To decouple the interdependence with the developers
and integrate their programs seamlessly.

Abstract—This paper focuses on complex simulation systems
with a large-scale of hardware controlled items to resolve the
problems about the identification, sampling ， driving,
transformation and reference of hardware items. A formal
resolving model with its software supporting system is
presented to decouple the interdependence between hardware
driving developers and application developers, avoid
repeatedly developing on similar works and enable the
seamless integration of hardware driving routines and
application programs. The controlled items are identified and
referred in a two-dimensional notation and implemented by an
encoding transmission technology to pack message packets. A
reusable API(Application Programming Interface) system
supporting the two-dimensional notation is realized. The
interface system makes specific hardware devices, network
medium and application deployment transparent based on
external configuration files (hardware configuration files and a
net configuration file). In addition, it supports the autodetections on hardware detection online and precision
maintenance by priority transmission packets. The notation
and its reusable supporting system can be used in hardwarerelated systems especially in man-in-loop simulators to make
the developing efficiently and the integrating seamlessly and
easily.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In many simulators, such as flight simulators, ship
simulators, power station simulators, the trainee operates on
the devices and the devices echo[1][2][3]. There are four
types of programs in such systems: hardware program,
communication code, simulation program and maintenance
tool. A hardware program implements the conversation
from analogue data to digital data and(or) from digital data
to analogue data. The communication code transmits data
between hosts in the system. A simulation program
implements the simulation of objective system, such as
aircraft engine, flight features. The maintenance tool can
diagnose the hardware online and recover the hardware
precision. Usually, a simulation system is developed as
follows with some problems:
First, the hardware developer develops the hardware
program to acquire the device data and describes the data in
bit-based formats. How to identify the hardware items in a
normal, simple, obvious notation in order to understand
each other better for the developers is not resolved. A bit-
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Figure 1. System deployment and data flows
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void DoMaintain(); //Sets the system status in
MAINTAINING.
void DoRecv(); //Receives message packets from
network.
void DoSend(); //Sends message packets through
network.

II. OVERALL STRUCTURE
Figure.1 shows the system deployment and the hardware
data flows between programs. The hardware program,
simulation program, maintenance tool refer hardware items
based on the interface system ad.dll and they
communication each other performed by ad.dll based on the
external configuration file adNet.cfg which describes the
communication endpoints. The ad.dll supports three types of
communication medium TCP/IP network[4][5], reflective
memory(RFM) network[6] and memory-mapped file(MMF)
[7] usually used in simulators. The ad.dll determines the
hardware items based on the external configuration files
AO.cfg, DO.cfg, AI.cfg, DI.cfg(see Section 3) that define
the four types of hardware items in the system.

V. HARDWARE ITEM REFERENCE IN PROGRAMS
A. A sample of the Hardware Program
Each hardware item can be sampled or drove in a C/C++
program as follows:
Step1: (Get current mode) mode=DrvMode();.
Step2: (Sample hardware items) Sample the hardware
items and save their raw values in the variables x1,y1.
Step3: (Do precise operations) if mode is not
MAINTAINING do precise operations on x1,y1.
Step4: (Update AI/DI) AI(1,1)=x1; DI(1,2)=y1; .
Step5:
(Get
driving
AO/DO)
Call
AO(int,int),DO(int,int) to get driving values and save them
in the variables x2,y2：x2=AO(1,1); y2=DO(1,2); .
Step6: (Do precise operations) if mode is not
MAINTAINING do precise operations on x2,y2.
Step7: (Drive hardware items) Drive the hardware
items with x2,y2.
Step8: (Do network communication) Call DoRecv() to
receive AOs/DOs and Call DoSend() to send AIs/DIs.
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B. A Sample of the Simulation Program
Step1: (Get sampled hardware items) x1=AI(1,1);
y1=DI(1,2); .
Step2: (Do simulation) Do simulation with x1,y1 and
the simulation results are saved in x2,y2.
Step3: (Update AO/DO) AO(1,1)=x2; DO(1,2)=y2; .
Step4: (Do network communication) Call DoRecv() to
receive AIs/DIs and Call DoSend() to send AOs/DOs.

Figure 2. Hardware identifiers

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NOTATION
Each controlled hardware item on a device is identified
showed in Figure.2.
An analogue output(such as a meter needle) is marked as
AO(i,j).An analogue input(such as a knob) is marked as
AI(i,j).An digital output(such as a light with two
statuses:ON or OFF) is marked DO(i,j). An digit input(such
as a switch) is marked as DI(i,j).
Where i is the number identifying the panel that the item
on and j is the number identifying the item.

C. A Sample of the Maintenance Tool
Step1: (Set current mode) Call DoDetect() for
detecting or Call DoMaintain()for maintaining.
Step2: (Get sampled hardware items) x1=AI(1,1);
y1=DI(1,2); .
Step3: (Display sampled hardware items) Display
x1,y1; .
Step4: (Input driving data) Input x2,y2 from the user
interface(UI).
Step5: (Set driving AO/DO) AO(1,1)=x2; DO(1,2)=y2;.
Step6: (Do network communication) Call DoRecv() to
receive AIs/DIs and Call DoSend() to send AOs/DOs.

IV. INTERFACE SYSTEM APIS
The interface system ad.dll provides APIs(Application
Programming Interface) for clients and some key APIs are
listed as follows:
double& AI(int i, int j); //Returns the reference of
hardware item AI(i,j).
double& AO(int i, int j); //Returns the reference of
hardware item AO(i,j).
char& DI(int i, int j); //Returns the reference of
hardware item DI(i,j).
char& DO(int i, int j); //Returns the reference of
hardware item DO(i,j) .
void DoNormal(); //Sets the system status in NORMAL.
void DoDetect(); //Sets the system status in
DETECTING.

VI. CONFIGURATION FILES
A. Hardware Configuration
The hardware configuration files includes AO.cfg, AI.cfg,
DO.cfg and DI.cfg. These files are textual map of the
diagram showed in Figure.2 so that the diagram can be
identified by ad.dll. These files must match the following
syntax:
ItemList:Item ItemList
Item:AItem|DItem
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AItem:AO(i,j)[:Type]|AI(i,j)[:Type]
DItem:DO(i,j)[:State.]|DI(i,j)[:States]
Type:float|double
States:State..State
State:numberBasedZero
i:numberBasedZero
j:numberBasedZero

VIII. PACKET FORMAT
A packed packet consists of continuous sections ended
in NULL section. There are five types of sections as follows:
i) NULL section
Byte 0: the type of the section, must be 0xff;
ii)AI section & AO section
Byte 0: the type of the section defines as follows:
0x01- normal AI; 0x11- detection AI; 0x21maintenance AI;
0x02- normal AO;0x12- detection AO; 0x22maintenance AO;
Byte 1- Byte N: the block sequence in the section and
each block is presented as follows:
Byte 0-Bytes 1 (short): the index idx1 of the first
hardware item in the current block when idx1 is not less
than 0, otherwise idx1 is an end mark of the block;
Byte 2- Bytes 3 (short): when idx1 is not less than 0
these two bytes present the index idx2 of the last hardware
item in the current block;
Byte 4-Byte M: the hardware items from idx1 to idx2
saved as double or float;
iii)DI section& DO section
Byte 0: the type of the section defines as follows:
0x03- normal DI; 0x13- detection DI; 0x23maintenance DI;
0x04- normal DO; 0x14- detection DO; 0x24maintenance DO;
Byte 1-Byte N: All DI or DO sequence and each item is
saved in bit-based format packed based on the status number
described in the file DI.cfg or DO.cfg.

B. Net Configuration
The net configuration file adNet.cfg is textual map of the
deployment of hosts that receive and(or) send hardware item
packets so that the deployment can be identified by ad.dll.
These files must match the following syntax:
NetCfg: <Recv&Send=AUTOON |AUTOOFF>
<Recv>RecvCfgList</Recv>
<Send:WhatList>SendCfgList</Send:WhatList>
RecvCfgList:RecvCfg RecvCfgList
RecvCfg: Ethernet|Rfmnet| Mmfnet
WhatList: What[,WhatList]
What:AO|AI|DO|DI
SendCfgList: SendCfg SendCfgList
SendCfg: SendEthernet|SendRfmnet|SendMmfnet
SendEthernet: Ethernet Ethernet Period
SendRfmnet: Rfmnet Period
SendMmfnet: Mmfnet Period
Ethernet:<ip,port>
Rfmnet:<RfmCardID,BufAddress>
Mmfnet:<MmfFileName,FileSize，Offset>
RfmCardID:numberBasedZero
BufAddress:numberBasedZero
Period:numberBasedZero
MmfFileName:string
FileSize:numberGreaterThanZero
Offset:numberBasedZero
The functions DoRecv() and DoSend() perform
communication based on this file adNet.cfg. For
implementing a new communication system, the only task is
to write one file adNet.cfg instead of the communication
code development.
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The interface system ad.dll implements the state
machine showed in Figure.4. The system does receiving
operation DoRecv() and sending operation DoSend() in each
state. The receiving operation includes receiving the packets,
unpacking them and maintaining the system state based on
the types of sections in the packets. The sending operation
includes packing hardware items to the packets and sending
them.
In NORMAL state, the packets are sent based on
adNet.cfg. In DETECTING and MAINTAINING states, the
sending operation is not based on adNet.cfg but the packets
are only sent to the current maintenance tool detected by the
interface system. In the other hand, in NORMAL and
DETECTING states, the clients of the interface system
ad.dll do precise operations. But in MAINTAINING state,
the precise operations are avoided so that the maintenance
tool can maintain the device precisions.
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VII. CONTINUOUS BUFFERS AND PACKED INDEX
The hardware items are continuously saved in the
hardware item buffers in order to access any items in
constant time O(1). Figure.3 shows how to locate the
hardware items in its buffer through the packed index. The
hardware items lay on the panels from i0 to im. The packed
index is built based on the files AO.cfg, AI.cfg , DO.cfg and
DI.cfg .
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AO.cfg,DO.cfg, AI.cfg,DI.cfg and adNet.cfg and no bitbased format parsing and no communication code
developing needed. The ad.dll also supports the autodetections on online hardware detection and precision
maintenance by priority transmission packets and this will
benefit the developing of maintenance tools and make the
maintenance mode normalized. Obviously, the hardware
item notation and its reusable supporting system ad.dll can
be used in hardware-related systems especially in man-inloop simulators to make the developing efficiently and the
integrating seamlessly and easily.
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